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About TierPoint 
TierPoint (tierpoint.com) is a leading provider of secure, connected IT platform solutions that power the 
digital transformation of thousands of clients, from the public to private sectors, from small businesses 
to Fortune 500 enterprises. Taking an agnostic approach to helping clients achieve their most pressing 
business objectives, TierPoint is a champion for untangling the complexity of hybrid, multi-platform 
approaches to IT infrastructure, drawing on a comprehensive portfolio of services, from public to 
multitenant and private cloud, from colocation to disaster recovery, security, and more. TierPoint also has 
one of the largest and most geographically diversified U.S. footprints, with dozens of world-class, cloud-
ready data centers in 20 markets, connected by a coast-to-coast network.

Optimize Your Cloud  
Costs Today
Let us help you optimize your cloud 
costs and uncover ways to reduce 
expenses, eliminate waste and ensure 
smart usage. Call 877-859-8437 or email 
PublicCloudSales@tierpoint.com to 
connect with one of our advisors. Or visit us 
at tierpoint.com to learn more.
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Uncover cloud usage trends and get recommendations to reduce costs, 
eliminate waste, and ensure smart usage.
Without proper controls and utilization, it’s easy for cloud resources to sprawl and costs to rise. With visibility, analytics into your 
cloud usage, and continual evaluation and recommendations from TierPoint public cloud engineers, you can identify opportunities 
to reduce your cloud expenses by as much as 30%.

Public Cloud 
Cost Containment & Analytics

View key trends driving cloud consumption 
across your entire organization

Reservation best practices with regular 
evaluation of unused resources, mismatches, 
right-sizing and rebalancing

Actionable recommendations for cost 
savings based on past usage metrics

Easy-to-use dashboards and sharable reports 
with total visibility into your cloud usage

Consolidated view to track what is driving 
your costs in the public cloud

Eliminate cloud waste by identifying  
mis-provisioned resources

Efficiently allocate cloud costs and resources 
to appropriate business units

Customizable alerts and automated daily 
reports when expenses cross your self-defined 
thresholds

1. FREE Cost Analysis
Complimentary scan to uncover potential savings

2. Cost Containment
We will work with you to implement the changes

3. Sustain Your Costs
Ongoing management through regular reviews as 
part of our Professional Bundle

Easy 3-Step Process


